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Executive Summary 

This is an audit of the communication process for Texas Wesleyan’s School of Arts and Letters 

Newsletter, Wesleynotes. The goal of Wesleynotes is to showcase the School of Arts and Letters, 

and the main target audience is the Board of Trustees. Delivery and content have been 

determined to be the key issues during this audit. Questions asked include:  Did you view the 

Arts and Letters Newsletter (Wesleynotes)? How? Were you happy with the content? How would 

you like to see the newsletter delivered? 

Methodology 

At the time of inception with Facebook in April 2014, Welseynotes reached 45 and 46 people for 

the first and second issues, respectively. The last issue, which was posted in December 2015, 

reached 826 people, but we were unable to determine what caused this extreme increase. In this 

audit, 72 surveys were conducted, including intercept surveys and an online survey through 

SurveyMonkey. Overall, more people are being reached through social media. 

Survey Results 

Both students, staff, faculty and alumni use a variety of communication methods. Students and 

staff seem geared more towards an electronic approach, preferring delivery be through Facebook 

or email. Faculty and alumni lean toward delivery either by hardcopy or email, with hardcopy 

being preferred. Through the Wesleyan website or traditional mail is not an efficient tool to reach 

students and staff. Facebook or multimedia references are not an efficient approach to reach 

faculty and alumni.  

Notes 

The online surveys did reach seven members of the Board of Trustees, the main target audience, 

through SurveyMonkey. A small amount of participation for the online surveys came from 

faculty and alumni. 

The preferred content of students and staff include: professor and student profiles; study abroad 

trips and experiences; alumni in their professional fields; and scholarship opportunities. 

Scholarship opportunities were determined to not be geared in the direction of the newsletter. 

Faculty and alumni suggested new graphics and more alumni profiles. It was also determined 

that the Board of Trustees do still prefer a hardcopy of Wesleynotes.  
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Background 

The Spring 2016 Public Relations Campaigns and Programs class, comprised of students from 

the School of Arts and Letters, was formed to analyze the Arts and Letters newsletter, 

Wesleynotes. The following quote exemplifies the Dean of the School of Arts and Letters’ 

challenges to learning about how to better reach his audience and also the content that will best 

suit, and attract his audience: 
 
“The main focus of the Wesleynotes newsletter is to update the Texas Wesleyan University 

community on what is going on with both alumni and current students in the School of Arts and 

Letters. My main audience is as follows: Board of Trustees, Alumni, Faculty, and current 

students. I am using this newsletter to keep people informed on all the great things the school of 

Arts and Letters graduates and current students have done and also, continue to do.” 
 

We are completing this communications audit to determine if Wesleynotes is reaching its target 

audience, as well as to determine if it is reaching its goal of showcasing the School of Arts and 

Letters. 
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Study Methodology 

The results of this communication audit were determined through use of Facebook insights, 

content analysis, and surveys. We chose to use Facebook insights because this is a useful tool in 

determining how many people have been reached through Facebook. We analyzed the content of 

previous issued of Wesleynotes to determine what types of content have been used the past, and 

how effective these types of content have been in reaching the goal of showcasing the School of 

Arts and Letters. The following explains our study methodology through surveys: 

Two separate survey instruments were created for students, faculty, alumni and the Board of 

Trustees. The Spring 2016 Public Relations Campaigns and Programs class developed the survey 

questionnaire to determine the best method of delivery of Wesleynotes and preferred content. The 

questions were designed to be straightforward and consisted of only five questions, a tactic used 

to not overwhelm the survey takers and allow a quick experience. 

  

Printed survey handouts were given to various students on campus from Feb. 17 to 19 and 

collected immediately. This method was chosen to ensure student participation. The student 

sample represented a variety of majors. 

A separate survey was created using SurveyMonkey, an online program that allows users to 

create customizable surveys for an audience, then view the results.  This survey was linked in an 

email to the Board of Trustees and Arts and Letter’s faculty, as well as linked to various alumni 

Facebook groups.  

● See Appendix A for survey handout. 
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Findings 

Content Analysis 

 

After reviewing the previous five editions of Wesleynotes, it is clear that the newsletter has used 

various content to attract the reader’s attention. The client specified that the target audience for 

Wesleynotes is the Board of Trustees, but he would like to reach alumni and faculty as well. The 

types of content seen in all previous issues of the newsletter are broken down into specific 

groups. These common pieces of content are displayed in the graph below: 

 

Types of Content  

Wesleynotes covered a variety of subjects that occurred throughout the semester. Each newsletter 

had different stories and layouts. The types of content were broken down and categorized into 

five subject areas: Events, Profiles, Study Abroad, Academics, and News. 

The most common forms of content were events (11), profiles (10) and news (10), with the least 

common being study abroad (4) and academics (2). The newsletter does not stray from these 

main types of content. Each newsletter has a different layout that seems to keep a minimalist 

approach, although the Dean’s List has been consistently displayed on the back cover in each 

previous issue. In return, each issue is able to showcase a different combination of events, 
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profiles, news, academics, and study abroad. It is important to note that the content will either 

catch or lose the attention of the reader, depending on what the issue contains.  

Profile Types 

Profiles yielded the second most common type of content found in previous issues of 

Wesleynotes. The use of profiles creates a more personal experience for the reader and may 

invoke a sense of connection to the current faculty, staff, alumni and students. Depending on the 

issue, the types of profiles vary. 

 

 

We were able to determine through the compiled data that the most profiles were written about 

faculty and alumni, and student profiles were a close second.  The client has specified that due to 

a limited number of faculty within the School of Arts and Letters, more student profiles should 

be featured in the future.  

Conclusion 

Based on the graphs and compiled information, the content reflects the goals and specified target 

audience as described by the client. Wesleynotes has highlighted individuals who are invested in 

the School of Arts and Letters’ at Texas Wesleyan University. Although student coverage could 

be increased, the content included has thus far allowed Wesleynotes the opportunity to provide 

the Board of Trustees an image of the positive things currently happening within the School.   
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Survey Analysis 

The finding of the surveys from yielded a number of results that will have great impact moving 

forward with the publication of the next newsletter. 

Student Surveys 

A total of 40 students were surveyed across campus. The students represented various schools 

and majors, which helps us form an idea of what the majority of students want to see in a 

newsletter. The survey asked a variety of question listed in the appendix. 

Using this format, we were able to review multiple areas for future reference. We first asked for 

classification and major as an introduction question to help determine the likelihood that the 

student will be interested in the content of the newsletter. 

Next, the survey asked what information they would prefer to see in the newsletter. While 

students were not the client’s main target audience, it’s important to note what type of content 

students are interested in reading in hopes of getting a larger audience that lasts over time. Last, 

the survey inquired about the preferred method of obtaining the newsletter. This information 

allows us to determine the method of distribution guaranteed to reach the most students. 

The results from the student surveys proved to be helpful and provided information that can 

maximize the number of individuals we reach. Of the surveys distributed, four were faculty and 

the remaining 36 were students with a variety of majors.  

Students noted that they would like to see content regarding professor profiles, student profiles, 

study abroad trips and experiences, and alumni in their professional and related fields. Last, 

students specified they would prefer to view the newsletter online, utilizing Facebook, email, and 

the Texas Wesleyan website.  Only one student specified that he/she would like it to be mailed to 

them. While only a few specified they would like to read about study abroad trips and 

experiences, it appeared that students did show more interest in similar topics as the client. 

SurveyMonkey Results 

SurveyMonkey was used to reach faculty and alumni for their opinions about distribution, 

content, and overall feel of the Arts and Letters Newsletter, Wesleynotes.   

The survey was completed by 25 individuals. Of the 25 individuals, 13 answered that they had 

seen the newsletter in the past, 12 that had not. Thirty percent noted they saw the newsletter 

through Facebook, another 30% answered email. Five individuals (25%) did not specify where 

they read the newsletter and two readers (10%) selected other. Five surveyors skipped this 

question. 

When it came to whether readers were content with the form of delivery, the question was 

skipped by 10 surveyors and answered by only 15. Of the 15 who did answer, 73% noted they 
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were pleased with the form of delivery and the other 26.67% selected “no.” The results from the 

survey showed that of the 15 individuals who answered the question, 93.33% were pleased with 

the content in the newsletter, leaving only 6.67% of takers selecting “no.” 

Conclusion  

In conclusion, the surveys taken showed that of the readers who were familiar with the 

newsletters, many were content with what they had seen. The student’s feedback showed that 

students had a lot of the same interest as alumni and faculty. The major defenses appeared in 

distribution with more students preferring to have view the newsletter delivered through an 

online medium. 

SurveyMonkey provided more detailed recordings, highlighting the percentage of survey takers 

who answered specified what they wanted to see more of. While more than 50% of individuals 

answered all the questions, the 10% that didn’t could have provided information that would be 

been of great use going forward. 

It appears that readers want to see more profiles on their professors and of alumni who are 

thriving in their particular field. Many preferred to keep distribution online, using sites such as 

Facebook and email while only a few faculty, staff, and alumni used to Facebook to find the 

newsletter. Some Faculty, staff, and alumni specified they received the newsletter via hardcopy.  

The findings are shown below:  

 

 
 

Were you happy with the content? 
● Answered: 15  
● Skipped: 10 
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Answer Choices– Responses– 

– 
Yes 

93.33% 
14 

– 
No 

6.67% 
1 

Total 15 
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Were you pleased with this form of delivery? 
● Answered: 15  
● Skipped: 10 

Answer Choices– Responses– 

– 
Yes 

73.33% 
11 

– 
No 

26.67% 
4 

Total 15 
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If not, what else would you like to see? 
● Answered: 7  
● Skipped: 18 

 
● Nicer presentation of hard copy. Folded 11 x 17 rather than single pages stapled.2/22/2016 9:51 AM View respondent's 

answers 
● Grumpy Trump photos 
● 2/19/2016 12:45 PM View respondent's answers 
● Did not see it this year - prior years I enjoyed the publication 
● 2/19/2016 12:18 PM View respondent's answers 
● I am a Wesleyan alum and have no idea what you are talking about. 
● 2/19/2016 12:17 PM View respondent's answers 
● Would also like to see some alumni profiles when possible. 
● 2/19/2016 12:07 PM View respondent's answers 
● Just not aware of this publication and I try and keep up with Wesleyan publications: paper, email, social media 
● 2/19/2016 12:04 PM View respondent's answers 
● Wesley notes graphic could be improved 
● 2/17/2016 1:48 PM View respondent's answers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/analyze/browse/yKFc267Yx_2FCchvEKN252tRy7MK8vqC51utEjUh2Wwys_3D?respondent_id=4528801946
https://www.surveymonkey.com/analyze/browse/yKFc267Yx_2FCchvEKN252tRy7MK8vqC51utEjUh2Wwys_3D?respondent_id=4528801946
https://www.surveymonkey.com/analyze/browse/yKFc267Yx_2FCchvEKN252tRy7MK8vqC51utEjUh2Wwys_3D?respondent_id=4524354751
https://www.surveymonkey.com/analyze/browse/yKFc267Yx_2FCchvEKN252tRy7MK8vqC51utEjUh2Wwys_3D?respondent_id=4524354751
https://www.surveymonkey.com/analyze/browse/yKFc267Yx_2FCchvEKN252tRy7MK8vqC51utEjUh2Wwys_3D?respondent_id=4524280447
https://www.surveymonkey.com/analyze/browse/yKFc267Yx_2FCchvEKN252tRy7MK8vqC51utEjUh2Wwys_3D?respondent_id=4524280447
https://www.surveymonkey.com/analyze/browse/yKFc267Yx_2FCchvEKN252tRy7MK8vqC51utEjUh2Wwys_3D?respondent_id=4524277003
https://www.surveymonkey.com/analyze/browse/yKFc267Yx_2FCchvEKN252tRy7MK8vqC51utEjUh2Wwys_3D?respondent_id=4524277003
https://www.surveymonkey.com/analyze/browse/yKFc267Yx_2FCchvEKN252tRy7MK8vqC51utEjUh2Wwys_3D?respondent_id=4524248872
https://www.surveymonkey.com/analyze/browse/yKFc267Yx_2FCchvEKN252tRy7MK8vqC51utEjUh2Wwys_3D?respondent_id=4524248872
https://www.surveymonkey.com/analyze/browse/yKFc267Yx_2FCchvEKN252tRy7MK8vqC51utEjUh2Wwys_3D?respondent_id=4524242307
https://www.surveymonkey.com/analyze/browse/yKFc267Yx_2FCchvEKN252tRy7MK8vqC51utEjUh2Wwys_3D?respondent_id=4524242307
https://www.surveymonkey.com/analyze/browse/yKFc267Yx_2FCchvEKN252tRy7MK8vqC51utEjUh2Wwys_3D?respondent_id=4518670879
https://www.surveymonkey.com/analyze/browse/yKFc267Yx_2FCchvEKN252tRy7MK8vqC51utEjUh2Wwys_3D?respondent_id=4518670879
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Recommendations 

The Spring 2016 Public Relations Campaigns and Programs class reviewed results from Texas 

Wesleyan students, alumni, faculty, and the Board of Trustees. After reviewing the survey 

results, we discussed communication concerns, as well as what kind of improvements 

Wesleynotes needs. After the discussion process, we recommend the following communication 

tactics for the method of delivery for the newsletter: 

1- E-mail & Hardcopy 

 

According to the survey results, faculty and alumni prefer both e-mail and hardcopy as a 

key method of delivery. 

 

Recommendations:  

 

● E-mail is more direct, but some people do not check their emails often. 
● Links that we provide them on e-mails should open in a separate browser window. 
● Hardcopies encourage immediate viewing.  

 

2- Social Media (Facebook) 

 

The student surveys revealed that students prefer Facebook as a method of delivery. 

 

Recommendations: 

 

● Facebook is easy to access and reaches a multitude of people at once. 
● A link to the newsletter should be provided on heavily accessed Facebook accounts, 

such as Student Life. 
● Links provided on Facebook should open in a separate browser window. Links will 

be in the content. 
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3- Word-of-mouth 

 

Half of the people who participated in the electronic the Survey Monkey have not seen 

nor heard of the School of Arts and Letters newsletter. 

 

Recommendations: 

 

● Talk about the importance of the newsletter with the faculty within the School of Arts 

and Letters. 
● Inform departments within the School of Arts and Letters that they are featured 

within the newsletter, and ensure they receive the newsletter when it is published by 

going to their office. 
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Appendix A 

 

1. What is your classification and major and minor (if 

applicable)? 

_________________________________________________ 

 

2. What type of content would you like to see in newsletter 

about your school (School of Business, Arts and Letters, 

Education, Natural and Social Sciences)? 

__________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________ 

 

3. How would you like to see the newsletter (circle one)? 
 

a. Facebook 

b. E-mail 

c. Mail 

d. Website 

e. Other           

 
 


